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But published research has
shown repeatedly that specific
breathing muscle training
improves sports performance,
and in as little as four weeks.
What's more, there's no need
to even break a sweat.

Knowing this, it 's no surprise
that el i te sport  was quick to
take advantage of breathing
training, especial ly in the
UK, where i t  was developed.
0ne of Britain's greatest
0lympians, oarsman and
quadruple gold medal l ist  Sir
Matthew Pinsent,  has said of

breathing training: 'Advances
in sport  science knowledge
are few and far between, but
numbered amongst these
rar i t ies is the discovery that
breathing has such a profound
inftuence upon performance
that i t  meri ts specif  ic t raining' i

5o why haven't you heard
about it? Precisetv because it
seems too good to be true, and
because runners are rightly
wary of the ctaims made by .those whose products promise
much, but deliver littte. But
breathing training really is
different; it 's backed by high-
quatity pubtished research
that withstands the scrutiny of
even the most cynical coach.
Appetite whetted? Then read on.

Breathing training is notjust for the serious athlete
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HE HOW
Resistance (weight training) is a routine part of most
serious athletes'training schedutes, but the idea of
apptying these principles to the breathing muscles has
been stow to reach the mainstream.

By using a device that can be l ikened to a dumbbell  for
your breathing muscles (such as the POWERbreathe),
the strength. power and endurance of these muscles can
be increased. These are muscles t ike any other, and they
respond readi ly to the r ight kind oftraining. A typical
training regimen consists of 30 breaths, inhal ing against a
moderate intensity load, twice per day. Training sessions
last less than two minutes, and can be undertaken
virtual ly anywhere, making this one of the quickest and
easiest training adjuncts around. The results are l i tera[[y
breathtaking, part icutarly since the training requires so
little time, and is effective in virtually any sport.
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The underlying mechanisms for the improvements in
sports performance are not as you might first assume.
Most oeoole think that the benefi ts come from
increased uptake of oxygen in the lungs, but they don't.
Nevertheless, the mechanism does involve oxygen
deLivery. Over the course of the past decade, an important
vascutar reftex has been dlscovered, which originates
from the breathing muscles.

lntense breathing muscle work activates the refLex,
causing Iimb blood fLow to be restricted, impairing delivery
of oxygen and removal of muscle metabotites. The good
news is that breathing muscle training increases the
intensity of breathing work required to activate the reflex.
So it's possible to work hardet and longer, before the
refLex directs blood flow away from the Limbs. As a result,
performance can be improved in a wide range of sports and
exercise modalities. lt's that simple, and that profound.

Breathing muscle training also makes breathing feel
easier because it makes the muscles stronger. This means
breathing training is not just for the serious athlete. Being
stronger also increases the endurance of the breathing
muscles, delayingfatigue, which also lessens breathing
effort. Finally, because breathing feels easier, and because
the Iimb muscles are better supptied with btood (delivering
oxygen and removing metabotites), leg discomfort, and
the sense of effort associated with exercise (perceived
exert ion) is also lower - exercise simply feels easier

By now you may be wondering how the improvements
from breathing training stack up against other addit ions
you could make to your training. In a study of runners,
breathing training improved 5000m performance by
2.1 per cent (around 20 seconds), and required [ess
than 30 minutes per week of addit ionaI training. In
contrast, a study of addit ionat intervaI training showed
that i t  del ivered a 1.5 per cent (around 13 seconds)
improvement in 5000m performance, but i t  required
more than four t imes the amount of training per
week, not to mention the commitment to complete
f ive bouts of near maximal running per session, each
Iasting five-and-a-half minutes. The choice is yours, but
breathing training wins hands down for my money.
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HE WHEREFORE
lust as resistance trainingtechniques have
evolved, so too has breathing muscle training.
Where once the focus of resistance training
was on training individualmusctes, modern
approaches train movements, ie functionaI
training. The principle of functionality is
even more imoortant when it comes to the
breathing muscles. The muscles of the trunk
must not only deliver adequate breathing
they must simultaneously contribute to
movements that are an integraI part of sport.
Everything from the swinging of a racket,
to the putl phase of front crawl swimming,
reouires a contribution from muscles whose
primary role is considered to be breathing,
Hence, functionaI breathing training methods
have been devetooed. in order to enhance
the abitity of the breathing muscles to meet
the demands of breathing and functional
movement. These can be as simple as
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Breathing training can improve your running
perTormance

incorporating breathing training into a basic
core stability exercise, such as the ptank,
to incorporation into the core stability
challenges of front crawl swimming.

So if youte [ooking for something to give your
competitive career an extra boost, or you
simply want to make your physicat endeavours
feeI easier, then get lnto some heavy breathing
- it might sound too good to be true, but the
science savs i t  reatlv does work.0

Breathing muscle training during
a core staaility exercise -
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